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Indian Woman #Gold Dipti I,
by Natasha Kumar

Indian Woman #Assam Beauty,
by Natasha Kumar

Shining a light on India
Natasha Kumar’s vibrant paintings will be bringing a touch
of Indian colour to Stratford-upon-Avon this month
Why the Stratford Gallery?
I love working with Emma and Howard.
They have a very genuine ethos, and it’s a
privilege to be shown in such good artistic
company to national and international
audiences. I like Stratford, too; it’s where I
fell in love with the theatre as a youth, so
there’s a whole thing for me about coming
back here as an artist. I feel actors and
artists fight the same fight.
So, India, what’s your
relationship to such a vast
country; what inspires you?
Well, I am half Indian so it’s there in
my genes but also my soul. My earliest
childhood memory is from India (Mumbai,
I think). A turquoise painted room, with
the image of a strange blue face (probably
Krishna) painted on a wall. I remember
being frightened by it, and curious too.
That curiosity about India has remained
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with me, and has become my inspiration
as an artist. I’ve travelled a lot in India.
As a child I loved and hated it, but it was
always fascinating. Long, hot journeys
squashed into an Ambassador car visiting
family, endless cold boiled eggs, dhal
and rice, then suddenly, a local fair with
dancing bears and tiny children acrobats
performing impossible tricks. When I got
older, I found as an artist that I was drawn
to sketch the details of architecture and
sculpture, to paint the fabrics and faces,
and capture a sense of place. I’ve come to
realise it’s my own sense of identity that I’m
trying to capture, too.
How do you produce work
in India and in the UK?
Painting outside in India is tricky - a crowd
gathers at the drop of a turban, so I have
to work pretty quickly. For the essence
of a scene and fleeting moments like
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Natasha Kumar’s oneperson show is at The
Stratford Gallery, 32 Sheep
Street, Stratford-uponAvon, CV37 6EE, from
March 2-23.
Call 01789 414400 or visit
thestratfordgallery.co.uk
natashakumar.co.uk
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Clara von Holst and Isabella Beeton emerge from the shadows to reveal their secret lives in this new play by BAFTAnominated playwright Carolyn S Jones. Christ Church Harwood Hall, Malvern Road, Cheltenham, GL50 2JH. Tickets
from the Holst Birthplace Museum, GL52 2AY (holstmuseum.org.uk) or from The Wilson TIC, Cheltenham, GL50 3JT.

Watch
out for

the woman in the Dipti series, sweeping
round a corner moving from shadow into
light, I make watercolour sketches, and
use photographs for details that I might
otherwise forget. It all comes together in
the studios in my rural farmhouse.
I divide my time between there and
London print studios, but I always have
a number of works on the go. Standing
back and looking is important; that way I
am never stuck on one problem. It’s why
my artworks – paintings and etchings
or screenprints – often involve unusual
combinations of techniques.
I worked with Coriander Studio last year
to produce a truly enormous architectural
screenprint, my biggest ever. I was secretly
pleased that at one point six technicians
were involved to make it happen.
What aspect of India will we see
in the Stratford Gallery show?
Colour above all, for the mood and feelings
of India it evokes. Colour is an essential
part of life there, in vivid, hypnotising
combinations, but loaded with meaning,
too. The sensuality of red for weddings; life
and happiness in green; black kohl around
a baby’s eyes for spiritual protection… half
the fun for me is finding colours that work.
Indian architecture has always been
part of my art: intricate stone fretwork
jali windows, crumbling palaces, eerie
step wells descending like endless Escher
staircases, but above all the chhatri, a
quintessential North Indian motif. I love
the shape; it means ‘umbrella’ or ‘canopy’
in Hindi. They’re loaded with cultural
significance and resonate with memory
and stories.
And The Indian Woman Series – we
know this is close to your heart…
Yes, especially important to me, and close

to my heart. It’s a series of observations
on the cultural roles available to women
in India, but also moments of individual
and collective stories on a journey to
empowerment. The first of the series
begins with a woman carrying a tray of
votive oil lamps or diya, splendid in her
hot-pink sari. At Diwali, the festival of
light, it is traditionally her role to lay them
at the entrance to the home, and welcome
Lakshmi within.
The goddess of wealth will not enter a
house that is dark, so the cotton wick of
the little ghee lamps must be lit before
nightfall. But she has another role here:
diya are lit at Diwali to banish the shadows
of ignorance, making her a standardbearer of knowledge, lighting the path
for Indian women to fulfillment and
prosperity.
The Indian women series began over a
decade ago. I always take the figure in the
landscape and cityscape as a starting point
and aim at true representation. But every
painter paints themselves. I found that the
work I was producing had as its subject
matter more and more often its women:
veiled in the Rajasthan manner, glimpsed,
elusive.
Without realising it they had become
part of a personal artistic exploration of
my heritage, and theirs. In each painting
I was asking the great question, what can
I know of their lives that might have been
mine?
What next?
I was fortunate to be invited to join a nonpolitical delegation to Dharmasala in 2018,
which meant meeting with the Tibetan
Government in exile and His Holiness, the
Dalai Lama. I am working on a collection
to raise awareness of Tibet and the Tibetan
Culture.

Eavesdropper
Overheard during
the last month...
‘FLYING THE LOVE
NEST: Prince Harry
and Meghan Markle
will “leave their £2.5m
Cotswolds bolthole in
weeks after struggling
to afford upkeep”’
The Duke and Duchess
of Sussex are reportedly
planning to move out
of their four-bedroom
converted farmhouse in
March after ‘struggling to
afford the upkeep’. See,
they’re just like the rest of
us – The Sun
‘“Nun with duffel bag”
drops “severed goat
head” on pavement
outside Cheltenham
pub.’
The incident happened
outside the Moon
Under Water pub on
Cheltenham’s Bath
Road. Other than that,
I have nothing to add…
Gloucestershire Live
‘“I’d like to offer you
a holiday”: Richard E
Grant’s childhood letter
to Barbra Streisand’
After 14-year-old
‘superfan’ and Cotswoldsbased actor Richard E
Grant sends a letter to
Barbra Streisand inviting
her to stay with his family
in Swaziland, he receives
an unexpected reply from
the star 47 years later,
congratulating him on his
Oscar nomination success
– The Guardian
Twitter: @RichardEGrant

Natasha Kumar at work in the studio
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